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Online Tests Administered to Date 
 

As of March 13, 2013 the following 
number of online tests have been 
administered: 
 

  Started Reported 
 

Math 137,438 120,077 
 

Reading 198,275 178,129 
 

Science 50,909 47,889 
 

Social Sciences 3,450 3,037 
 

ELPA 38,556 33,603 
 

Writing 12,748 11,231 
 

Total 441,376 393,966 
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MEMORANDUM NO. 002-2012-13 – Extended Assessment: High School Retake Policy  
To: Superintendents and Special Education Directors 
Re: Extended Assessment: High School Retake Policy  

Under OAR 581-022-0615: Assessment of Essential 
Skills, students are required to demonstrate proficiency 
in the Essential Skills in order to receive a regular or 
modified diploma. As identified in Appendix K of the 
Test Administration Manual, students may use the 
Oregon Assessment of Knowledge and Skills (OAKS) to 
demonstrate proficiency in the Essential Skills; for 
students on an IEP seeking a modified diploma, this 
includes the OAKS Extended Assessment.  

New for 2012-13, ODE has adopted a policy allowing students whose IEP indicates the OAKS Extended Assessments to retest 
in their 12th grade year, if they did not meet the alternate achievement standard as 11th graders, for any of the subject 
areas tested by this assessment (i.e., Reading, Mathematics, Science, and Writing).  While retests are not mandatory, like 
those who participate in the OAKS statewide assessments, districts should have testing opportunities available for grade 12 
students with disabilities who wish to retake an OAKS Extended Assessment(s)--especially those needing to demonstrate 
proficiency for the Essential Skills graduation requirement.  

For additional information please contact Brad Lenhardt at Brad.Lenhardt@state.or.us or (503) 947-5755. 
 

Oregon’s Alternate Assessment Transition   
In an effort to keep districts and schools up-to-date with the Oregon Department of Education’s alternate assessment 
transition efforts, additional information and resources have been posted to the Common Core State Standards—
Alternate Assessment website (http://www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?id=3709) entitled NCSC Resources. As the 
description under this link states, the resources and documents on this page are designed to assist districts and schools 
to better understand this project--building an alternate assessment based on alternate achievement standards (AA-
AAS) for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities—the goal of which is to ensure these students achieve 
increasingly higher academic outcomes and leave high school ready for post-secondary options. 
Also, a working version of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) PDF about the NCSC Summative Alternate Assessment is 
now posted. FAQs on NCSC AA curriculum, instruction, professional development, and communication initiatives will 
be finalized in the next weeks. You can share this information freely at this point, as you see fit, but be advised that 
NCSC will be revising the contents into audience specific materials moving forward. We will date these and update as 
our iterative development processes dictate. 
For additional information contact Brad Lenhardt at Brad.Lenhardt@state.or.us   

 

Extended Assessment: Dates to Remember   
Per the 2012-13 Current Test Schedule PDF posted at http://www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?id=2691: 

 OAKS Extended Assessments are available for download after 2/14/13 in the Extended Assessment application on 
the district secure site: https://district.ode.state.or.us/home/ (see your district security administrator for access). 

 OAKS Extended Assessment test administration and data entry window opens 2/21/13 

 OAKS Extended Assessment test administration window closes 4/25/13 

 OAKS Extended Assessment data entry window closes 5/17/13 
If you have additional questions, please contact Brad.Lenhardt@state.or.us 
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4th and 7th grade OAKS Writing assessment 
The 4th and 7th grade OAKS Writing assessments will not be returning for the 2013-14 school year.  Over the past 
few weeks, ODE has received a strong message from the field in a variety of venues that those assessments should 
not be administered during the 2013-14 school year.  The 11th and 12th grade OAKS Writing assessments (winter 
window only for students in grade 12) will return for the 2013-14 school year.  As districts continue to implement 
the Common Core State Standards and prepare for the Smarter Balanced assessment in 2014-15, it’s important to 
continue measuring students’ writing ability locally in order to address any knowledge and skill gaps effectively. 
 
Please contact Derek Brown (derek.brown@state.or.us) if you have any questions, at 503-947-5841.  
 

        Test Administration                                                       www.ode.state.or.us/go/assessment 
          KATHLEEN VANDERWALL - MANAGER, TEST DESIGN & OPERATIONS

Spring Paper-Based Writing Order 
Window Closes March 14 

The Spring paper-based writing order window closes on 
Thursday, March 14, 2013. Districts may only order 
tests for eligible grade 11 students who do not have a 
banked writing score. As a reminder, students in grades 
9, 10, or 12 may not test during the spring test window. 
Also, grade 11 students who tested during the winter 
test window may not test.   

Last Day for Winter Online Writing 
Assessment is March 22 

The winter online Writing test window closes next 
Friday, March 22, 2013.  Districts administering the 
winter online Writing test must ensure that students 
complete the test by the end of the day on March 22. All 
un-submitted online writing tests will be manually 
pushed through for scoring at the close of the test 
window.  

Smarter Balanced Pilot Assessments By the Numbers 

 
 

Number of 
students in 
the schools 
recruited to 
the Smarter 

Balanced 
Pilot Test 

Number of 
schools 

recruited 
across the 

Consortium 

Number of 
students who 

have 
completed 

their tests in 
grades 7, 8, 

and 9 

Number of 
member 

states 
participating 

(all Governing 
States). 
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Kindergarten Assessment Required Beginning Fall 2013 

In 2012, House Bill 4165 directed the Early Learning Council and the Department of Education (ODE) to jointly develop 
a kindergarten assessment to be piloted in the fall of 2012 and ready for statewide implementation by the fall of 2013.  
On March 7, 2013 the Board of Education adopted Oregon Administrative Rule 581-022-2130 mandating ODE 
implement a kindergarten assessment as part of the statewide assessment system beginning with the 2013-14 school 
year. 
 

The assessment is a critical component of Oregon’s efforts towards an integrated Preschool to Workforce system and 
will measure areas of school readiness.  Results of the kindergarten assessment will help answer the following 
questions:  

 Are Oregon’s children (as a population) arriving at kindergarten ready for school?  

 Is their level of school readiness improving or declining over time?  

 Are there disparities (geographical, cultural, racial, or socio-economic) between groups of children that must be 
addressed?  

 Are there particular areas of school readiness that Oregon must target?  
 

In upcoming weeks, ODE will release a numbered memorandum outlining kindergarten assessment policy.  
 

ODE staff will make additional information that is critical for local planning available as soon as possible through the 
Assessment and Accountability Update.  To date, DTCs can anticipate that in 2013: 

 The kindergarten assessment will be in a paper and pencil format. 

 The test window will be from mid-August through late September, specific dates for the window will be part of 
the Oregon Statewide Testing Schedule. 

 Administrative guidelines will be part of the 2013-14 Test Administration Manual. 

 Following a train-the-trainer model, ODE will offer districts both web-based and in-person regional training. 

 The training will be approximately one and one-half hours in length, and the in-person regional trainings will be 
available in May/June and in August at five locations to help ensure balanced availability throughout the state. 

  
Results of the kindergarten assessment will be included in Oregon’s statewide longitudinal data system, with 
participation included in the 2013-14 school district achievement compacts.  Important questions about local data 
entry through the consolidated collection are being addressed.  The data collection will provide an early snapshot of 
children’s readiness skills that will help teachers deliver individualized supports for children that need extra help.  The 
information will also inform efforts to improve early learning services to children across the state.   It is important to 
note that the kindergarten assessment will absolutely not be used for determining whether a child is eligible for entry 
or access to any public kindergarten.   
 

For additional information, contact Kara Williams at kara.williams@state.or.us. 

 

Upcoming Professional Development with ODE Staff Assessment Presenters 

Thursday - Friday, March 14-15 State English Learner  Conference (Eugene) 
Confederation of Oregon School Administrators (COSA) 

Friday, April 26 Essential Skills, Alternative Assessment and Diploma Options (Eugene) 
Oregon Association for Central Office Administrators (OACOA) 

Sunday – Tuesday, July 21-23 Malheur Summer Institute (Vale) 
Malheur Education Service District 

Thursday - Friday, August 1-2 Summer Assessment Institute (Eugene) 
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Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium 

Technology Clarification to the Field 
During the first year of the operational Smarter Balanced testing  (which will be spring of the 2014-15 school year), 
districts will need to have headphones for each student during the English Language Arts/Literacy assessment  so that 
they may  engage with the listening test items, and for students requiring the text-to-speech option for the math 
assessments. 

 

However, during 2014-15, districts should not need any additional technology devices for the online assessments.  
Technology evolution continues to generate smaller, faster, cheaper computers and accessories.   
 As these devices evolve, schools and districts will need to  make the best possible decisions about which (platform, 

operating system and peripherals)  will best serve students today and in the future for both instructional and 
assessment purposes. 

 As these devices evolve, Smarter plans to also develop their assessments to be more classroom contextualized, 
more engaging of students, and measuring student’s higher order thinking skills.  Up-to-date information on 
Smarter’s technology requirements and new hardware purchasing guidelines is  available at 
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/smarter-balanced-assessments/technology/  
 

Smarter Balanced has released statements that there are plans that in 2016-17 to include test items in the 
mathematics assessments that will require a student to produce illustrations or calculations.  Because of this, by 2016-
17, it is expected that students will need to use a tablet or other device that allows for stylus-based input.  ODE  advises 
against hurried  technology buying decisions in preparation for the Smarter operational assessments.  As the results of 
the 2013-2014 Smarter field test are reported, Smarter Balanced  will then release additional  information to inform 
any necessary required  purchases.   Some districts are acquiring a few new computers a year with various peripherals 
needed for instruction as well as for assessment (formative, interim and summative).  During this time implementation 
planning for 2016-2017 and beyond will help prepare districts for wise purchasing decisions while bandwidth improves, 
computers become faster with smaller foot print, and technology becomes less expensive.  
  

Smarter Balanced Pilot Test  
o See the March 7 Assessment and Accountability Update article on the Pilot Test. 
o For more information on the Pilot Test, visit: www.ode.state.or.us/go/smarter or 

http://www.smarterbalanced.org/pilot-test/  
o To access the Smarter Balanced Pilot Test Portal:  http://sbac.portal.airast.org 
o Questions about the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium Pilot can be addressed to AIR at 

smarterbalancedhelpdesk@air.org or 866-815-7246. 
 

Smarter Balanced Pilot Test Achievement Level Descriptors  
The Smarter Balanced initial achievement level descriptors (ALDs) and college content-readiness policy have been 
finalized and are now posted for governing states’ review in preparation for the Governing States vote next week. The 
materials are available at http://www.smarterbalanced.org/achievement-level-descriptors-and-college-readiness/. 
Note that the college content-readiness policy is included in the introduction to both the ELA/literacy and mathematics 
ALDs documents. 
 

Contacting Smarter Balanced  
The Smarter Balanced external website (www.smarterbalanced.org) showcases the innovative work of the Consortium 
and provides frequent updates on activities, milestones, and events. Visitors can submit questions or reach Smarter 
Balanced staff at http://www.smarterbalanced.org/contact-us/.  

  

http://www.smarterbalanced.org/smarter-balanced-assessments/technology/
http://www.ode.state.or.us/news/announcements/announcement.aspx?=8913
http://www.ode.state.or.us/go/smarter
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/pilot-test/
http://sbac.portal.airast.org/
mailto:smarterbalancedhelpdesk@air.org
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/achievement-level-descriptors-and-college-readiness/
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/contact-us/
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OAKS Mathematics: Spanish Read Aloud 

A few districts have asked whether the Spanish Computer-Based Read 
Aloud for the OAKS Math assessments is bilingual.  Although students 
have access to bilingual read-aloud for some test items, the intent is for 
Spanish read aloud only. 

Due to background programming within the testing system from our test 
vendor (American Institutes for Research, AIR), about 70% of the  items in 
the Spanish stacked screen have an option for students to hear the item in 
Spanish and also hear it read aloud in English.  This is an aspect of the 
programming of the AIR system that ODE is not able to change.  The 
Spanish read-aloud is not meant to be bilingual, and approximately 30% of 
the math items will not have the English read-aloud available in the 
Spanish screen. The “English read-aloud in the Spanish screen” issue can 
help students using the Spanish stacked version of the Math test, but is 
not available for all math items presented to the students.  

One cause of confusion is that on the computer-adaptive math practice 
tests, sometimes students are only presented with items that have the 
English read-aloud in the Spanish screen, which has given the impression 
that the practice test is bilingual while the operational assessment is 
not.  This is not correct.  The practice test is not intended to have a 
bilingual read aloud. Because the computer adaptivity of the practice test 
determines which items are administered to a student based on the 
student’s responses to earlier test items – some students may see items 
with both the English read-aloud and Spanish read-aloud, while others 
may see items with read-aloud options for Spanish only.   
 

The goal of the OAKS Spanish stacked assessment  is to provide students 
with the Spanish translation of the item on the screen.  When text-to-
speech was added in 2011-12, it was not intended to be bilingual, because  
the essence of the stacked version was to assist with Spanish translations 
and Spanish text-to-speech, not to provide bilingual read aloud.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question of the 
Week:  

 
What is a performance 

task?  Performance tasks 
challenge students to apply 
their knowledge and skills to 
respond to real-world 
problems. They can best be 
described as collections of 
questions and activities that 
are coherently connected to 
a single theme or scenario. 
These activities are meant 
to measure capacities such 
as depth of understanding, 
research skills, and complex 
analysis, which cannot be 
adequately assessed with 
selected- or constructed-
response items. 
  
Performance tasks in 
reading, writing, and 
mathematics will be part of 
the Smarter Balanced 
summative year-end 
assessment. Performance 
tasks can also be 
administered as part of the 
optional interim 
assessments throughout the 
year. The performance tasks 
will be delivered by 
computer (but will not be 
computer adaptive), and 
they will take one to two 
class periods to complete. 
 
Send your questions to 
sbac@wested.org. 
 

mailto:sbac@wested.org
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Accountability & Reporting 
        KEVIN HAMLER-DUPRAS - MANAGER, ACCOUNTABILITY REPORTING 
 

Reminder: Class Size Audits 

Class Size Audits opened Monday, March 11, and will remain open until Friday, March 22. The Consolidated Collections 
application for reviewing audits is not functioning, so you will receive a spreadsheet with the audits from your ESD 
Partner.   
 
Remember that audits are not necessarily errors.  You should read the comment associated with each audit and review 
the record in question. Otherwise, you may make edits and add or delete records as necessary to correct your 
submission. After reviewing the audits please send an e-mail to tony.knudson@ode.state.or.us so he can track 
validation progress. 
 
If you have questions or need assistance, please contact your Regional ESD Data Collection Support partners. 
 
 

Entering Freshman Profile - Class of 2011 now available 

Entering Freshman Profiles for the high school graduating class of 2011 are available by high school, district, or state at: 
http://www.ous.edu/dept/ir/hsprofile. 
 
The Entering Freshman Profile is created for Oregon high schools with at least five new freshmen in the Oregon 
University System in 2011-2012, public or private, to provide information about student performance at Oregon 
University System (OUS) institutions. The profile looks at students who graduated from an Oregon high school and 
attended an OUS institution as first-time freshmen (FTF) during the subsequent academic year.  The report includes 
information on where students are going in OUS, how they performed in high school, and how well they did in their 
first year at OUS. 
 
 

Annual Measurable Objectives 

Oregon’s ESEA Flexibility Waiver removed the requirement for school and district Adequate Yearly Progress 
designations, but the requirement to report subgroup performance against Annual Measurable Objectives (AMOs) 
remains. Beginning with the 2012-13 school year,  ODE will no longer produce separate AMO reports. Instead, AMO 
reporting will become a component within newly redesigned School and District Report Cards.  Information about the 
AMO targets for achievement in the areas of reading and math, as well as for graduation, attendance and participation 
in assessments can be found at http://www.ode.state.or.us/search/page/?id=3881. Webinar training will be available 
May 15 for Assessment data; June 12 for Report Card Details; and June 20 for Report Card Summary Reports.  
 
For more information, please contact Jon.Wiens@state.or.us. 

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:tony.knudson@ode.state.or.us
http://www.ode.state.or.us/wma/teachlearn/testing/oaks/esdpartners1213.pdf
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DTC Monthly WebEx Sessions 
District Test Coordinators and other school and district staff are invited to attend monthly WebEx 
sessions hosted by the Office of Assessment and Accountability. During these sessions, ODE will 
provide updates on current issues and respond to questions.  

To send a topic suggestion for discussion before the sessions, send that information to 
kathy.brazeau@state.or.us .  

All sessions will be held on Wednesdays from 9:00 - 10:00 am.  

 April 3, 2013  

 May 1, 2013 

To access the WebEx go to: https://oregoned.webex.com  on the date and time scheduled. The 
password for all of these meetings is: education.  Please enter your name and district when you log 
into the WebEx.  For example: Joe Doe (Blueberry SD). 

Note: These meetings are not recorded and notes will not be taken. All vital information will also be 

communicated via the Assessment and Accountability Update or the District Test Coordinator Listserv.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Assessment & Accountability Update is a regular newsletter highlighting news, updates, and  
changes to the state’s assessment efforts. To subscribe go to 
http://listsmart.osl.state.or.us/mailman/listinfo/ayprcupdates.  
 
You can also access this and past issues of the Assessment & Accountability Update at 
www.ode.state.or.us/go/assessmentupdate. 
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